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መሐመዲያ ቪሌጅ 
Mohammedia Village

The new year gift to
Addis Ababa from

MIDROC INVESTMENT GROUP
Situated near Sarbet at Mechare Meda in Addis Ababa city, the village will 
occupy a total space of 250,000 square meters and will be composed of a 
variety of facilities.

Nani Building, Near Ghion Hotel, 
Addis Ababa Ethiopia
P.O. box: 274110 / 1000
Tel: + 251 115 549791
Fax: +251 155 449764
E-mail: migprdirectorate@gmail.com 
Website: www.midrocinvestmentgroup.com

Mohammedia will feature 1,224 apartments and 24 villas, in addition to a 
global standard mall, a hotel with 150 rooms, a large gym, a movie 
theater, and Queen’s Supermarket. MIDROC Construction is in charge of 
the construction process while the listed owner is Huda Real Estate, one 
of the 50 companies under the Group. ZIAS International is serving as the 
consultant for this particular endeavor. The Mohammedia Village will take 
5 to 7 years to complete.

ETB 50 Billion project
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5 POINT OF VIEW

Welcome to the October edition of What’s Out. 
The annual and highly acclaimed and anticipated premier 
fashion event, Hub of Africa Fashion week is this month. 
We profile two great new books – one for children “Come on 
Adey” and one for adults “Ababa Janhoy” a pictorial book 
about Emperor Haile Selassie. We continue highlighting Ride 
the Rift and the amazing trips they offer to Addis residents 
and visitors to explore beyond the city with accompanied 
and experienced guides. We profile and congratulate Tarara 
Coffee as this premier brand coffee, wins the title of top 
coffee roaster exporter for the 4th year and we in Addis 
already know how great it tastes! To celebrate its 115th 
anniversary,  Alliance Ethio- Francaise is opening a gourmet 
new restaurant Bistrot TV5 Monde within its compound. 
Enjoy your month.
Team What’s Out 
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FEATURE STORY

Hub of Africa Addis Fashion Week (HAFW) is back 
once again this year with it’s annual international 
showcase from October 19-23, 2022 at Hyatt 
Regency Addis Ababa, & Italian Embassy.

Since 2010, HAFW has featured over 150 
international, continental and local designers. HAFW 
takes great pride in having been a launching and 
showing platform for big names in African fashion., 
This is a path that we continue on this year, featuring 
25+ designers, continental and local. 

We have arranged to give showcasing designers 
an even larger platform with us this year, offering 
a series of solo shows and or collective showcase 
with other designers.  We are also introducing a 
B2B session to give our designers the opportunity 
to engage with key industry buyers.  There will be 
a mini trade exhibition of accessory brands from 
Italy for quality finishing product sourcing which the 
industry needs very much.  

It is rewarding to see our event grow and develop 
to offer a more refined platform to the designers 
that are going to be working with us this year.  We 
have worked hard this year to enhance the already 
distinguished list of international buyers, media/
press to include trainers and organizers of other 
international fashion weeks, as well. 
Our almost decade-long partnership with Fashion 
Africa 254 (FA254) continues this year in aiming 
to enhance the development of African fashion 
industries and strengthen market linkage between 
the Continent and the international fashion market. 

ANNUAL 
HUB OF 
AFRICA 
ADDIS 
FASHION 
WEEK IS 
BACK. 
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The programs this year include runway shows, installations, 
workshops, panel discussions, fashion story telling, B2B, pop 
up marketplace and much more.  We have designers from 
Senegal, Kenya, South Africa, Togo, Tanzania, Ethiopia and 
Uganda.  

For more info visit:
www.hafwaddis.com
+251 921 378378 

Cover photo & article Credits: MAXHOSA AFRICA 
by Laduma Ngxokolo 

Embassy of Italy
Addis Abeba
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POINT OF VIEW

E
thiopia has multiple  cultural, natural and 
historical resources, hidden from the rest 
of the world for generations. Promoting 
and developing such off the beaten path 
destinations is one of the causes behind 
the World Tourism Day 2022 motto 
#RethinkingTourism. Let us all bring such 

hidden gems to light and #rethinktourism.

I was part of the Demera celebration at Mt.Eme 
Mehret few days ago with Guzo Adwa Hiking 
Events and here are some photographs I took along 
the way. The religious celebration commemorating 
celebrating finding of the true cross in Ethiopia 
has just been celebrated and is truly a magnificent 
spectacle to experience.

Part of the true cross that Jesus Christ was 
crucified on is believed to have come to Ethiopia 
during the time of Emperor David, and placed in 
Gishen Mariam by Emperor Zera Yacob sometime 
in the mid 15th century. Ever since, Demera 
(burning of a bonfire that resembles how Empress 
Helena, mother of Constantine discovered the 
true cross) is celebrated throughout the country 
every year and one of the first places where this 
ritual was observed is Mount Eme Mehret, citing 
part of the cross’s stay on the mountain, before it’s 
permanent move to Gishen Mariam.

WORLD 
TOURISM 
2022 MOTTO 
#RETHINKING
TOURISM.
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Eme Mehret is a magnificent undulating mountain, 
3505 meters above sea level near Ankober area of 
Northern  Shewa Zone. Local legend has it that the 
name Eme Mehret, which translates to Mother of 
Mercy was given by holy angels . 

The Demera lighting ceremony on this mountain 
surrounded by clouds takes place in the morning 
of September 26. The challenging hike leading to 
the top of the mountain where the ritual is held 
takes approximately 1:30 - 2:00 hours, through 
truly breath taking scenery that almost looks and 
feels like you are in the Simien Mountains.  Every 
year, thousands of Ethiopians make pilgrimages to 
the holy place of Gishen, to celebrate this unique 
festival. As important as the voyage to Gishen is, 
it would be even more meaningful to also take the 
journey to Eme Mihret for its significance.

Consider this trip for your next Meskel celebrations 
in 2023.

Text and Photos by Michael Metaferia ©

instagram.com/mickey.251
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TRAVEL

RIDE THE 
RIFT: 
UPCOMING 
BIKING 
ADVENTURE 
TRIPS.

E
njoy a biking adventure to the ‘Jamma 
Canyon of Ethiopia’ with Ride the Rift 
exploring canyons just to the north of 
Addis Ababa with waterfalls cascading 
out of the highlands alive with emerald 
crops having first explored some of 
most interesting and beautiful places 

in Ethiopia: Lalibela where you will explore the town’s 
labyrinth of medieval churches, the Meket Highlands 
where you will have a short trek in stunning scenery 
and hosted by the local farmers, the majestic Simien 
Mountains with its unique wildlife and dramatic 
landscapes, Gondar with its romantic castles, and the 
Wof Washa forest along the Great African Rift Valley 
escarpment.

Ride the Rift is a collaboration of tour operators who 
have unique outdoor adventure experience as tour 
operators in Ethiopia. Over the last twelve months they 
have staged three spectacular tours for local residents 
and are now expanding our tours with tours tailor-
made for international tourists.

Northern Explorer Trek 10 to 20 October 2022:
On this adventure across the north of Ethiopia you will 
see Lalibela, perhaps the jewel in Ethiopia’s crown, you 
will be hosted by a rural community on the edge of the 
plateau, miles from asphalt and electricity, you will trek 
through the core part of the Simiens National Park, 
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with its unique wildlife and afro alpine landscape; then 
explore the romantic castles of Gondar, before coming 
back to the Rift valley and trekking in one of the largest 
forests in the centre of Ethiopia.

Jamma Canyon Tour 20 to 24 October 2022:
We will whisk you off to the little known canyons north 
of the capital, where tributaries of the Nile have carved 
hundreds of meters down into the bedrock leaving the 
largest display of waterfalls we have seen. We will cycle, 
run or trek through the remarkable landscapes with epic 
journeys - sometimes flying downhill, other times following 
the escarpments with the outrageous views, and all the 
time passing by the traditional farming communities of the 
highlands. This is a time when the crops are just turning 
from green to gold and the landscapes are captivating. We 
will be camping - and camping with a view - and have
our professional team of cooks and camp staff looking 
after us.

Dates and destinations are now fixed until the end of the 
year and you find all details on our website: https://bit.
ly/3BVhTqZ (Ethiopia residents will get a discounted price 
in Birr).

Contact us at ridetherift2020@gmail.com
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I
n ancient Ethiopia, all cooking was done using 
hand-made clay pots for different types of 
food. This method of cooking still remains with 
some special recipes, the taste of which cannot 
be replicated in metal pots. Traditional hand-
made clay pots often stock the kitchen shelves of 
Ethiopian homes. The most common type is called 

a shakla dist, and some Ethiopians will swear that 
the food tastes better when it simmers in this unique 
earthenware.

The word shakla means “clay” in Amharic, and shakla 
dist is the name for a clay pot used for cooking stews 
(spicy wots and alichas). The plural of dist is distoch. 
There are many varieties of Ethiopian clay pots of  
all shapes and sizes and each shape has its own 
name. The term shakla dist refers to the round pots 
of various sizes and with lids, usually with handles 
on the side of the pot and on the top of the lid, and 
sometimes with a design carved into the clay. A very 
large shakla dist is used to make big portions of food 
and is called a setate.

These pots are available to purchase throughout 
Addis and Ethiopia especially in local markets. 
Ethiopian restaurants will also use these earthenware 
pots to produce and serve food. The jebena is a 
traditional clay coffee pot. 

A main source of these pots is the Kechene Women’s 
Pottery Cooperative, an independent organization 
consisting entirely of women working on the creation 
of artistic, traditional and functional pottery products. 
Established in 1991 through the support of the ILO 
(International Labour Organization), they received 
further assistance in 1993, from the UNDP (United 
Nations’ Development Programs), ultimately becoming 
in 1993-94, an independent cooperative consisting 
exclusively of women. 

Working the pottery is a fascinating craft, but is also 
very demanding physically, such as the collection of 
the raw material, which needs to be collected directly 
from the river’s shingle-bed. Once dried, the clay 
needs to be pulverized with a big wooden pestle. 
The clay powder is then kneaded with water and 
moulded into various shapes and dimensions. A few 
days later, when the clay is finally dried and after it 
has been engraved (if necessary), the products are 
finally baked. The ovens are very rudimentary, often 
consisting of merely a hole in the ground, where the 
objects are placed and then covered with dried dung 
and potters have a unique technique of conferring a 
black finish to the pottery, which is originally red. The 
objects are greased before being put in the oven, and 
after baking they are left to cool under a mound of 
dried eucalyptus leaves. Once cold, they come out of 
the ashes black coloured. 

Kechene: Opening times are random but call to make an 
appointment - 0913 64 72 98 or 0913 14 35 01.

TRADITIONAL 
ETHIOPIAN 
EARTHENWARE

CRAFT
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Mastewal Abera is a children’s book author, librarian, 
and educator who is passionate about her work. 
Come on Adey, her second published title, takes the 
reader on a journey through Addis Ababa in search 
of Adey flower. The main  character is a little girl 
narrating the story; she has promised to bring  Adey 
to her grandmother for New Year’s celebrations. Will 
Adey bloom in time? The little girl’s anticipation is 
experienced by the reader who is left wondering what 
will happen next and if her patience will be rewarded. 
The book is bilingual in Amharic and English.

Mastewal doesn’t remember a time when she didn’t 
plan to become a writer. She has fond childhood  
memories of rushing to her father’s office (which was 
next to her school) after school. There she would 
lose herself in the pages of the few  children’s books 
available in the library and enjoy reading the children’s 
corner from the renowned newspaper Addis Zemen  . 

Over time, Mastewal began to understand that few 
children in Ethiopia have access to children’s books. 
Knowledge of this deficiency and her experience as an 
educator led her to focus on writing books to increase 
literacy and accessibility. Research shows that if 
exposed to quality reading materials, children are 
more apt to thrive academically in all subject areas. 
Mastewal fully believes in the importance of children 
reading for pleasure in addition to their studies. 

Her stories are intended to draw children in.  Readers 
easily make connections to entertaining content 
while gaining knowledge and strengthening skills in 
English and Amharic. Through the pages of her books, 
students use written language and beautifully detailed 
illustrations to learn more about their culture and the 
world around them. Mastewal’s first published work is 
titled Kirmtu and is an example of these foundational 
beliefs, currently sold out, but available at the national 
archives and library in Addis Ababa. 

Find Books for  Sale around town  @ Entoto Beth 
Artisan, Bora Mall Fidel Tiru, Enitewawek Cafe and 
Hawassa Meti Souvenir
 at  Haile Resort  

Contact:  mastubook@gmail.com

DELIGHTFUL 
NEW BOOK BY 
MASTEWAL 
ABERA.

USA 
9477

1833 637 3328

30%

CALL CENTER

Alem Cinema, Bole Road,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

+251 116 151 822 / +251 988 181 822
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Email: contact@redat-et.com

Download App

Get it on

ETH: 9477
USA: 1833 637 3328

www.redat-et.com

Redat is a home healthcare company committed to 
bringing the highest standards of healthcare and 
healing to you in the comfort of your own home. Our 
ability to create an easy and customized healthcare 
alternative for you comes from our leadership’s many 
years of experience in the Ethiopian health sector and 
our numerous partnerships with renowned medical 
facilities. We are committed to bringing you the best 
doctors, nurses, therapists, and technologically 
advanced homecare available. Our focus is on you 
and your unique needs, and we look forward to 
supporting you on your health and healing journey by 
providing our wide range of in clinic, home health, and 
wellness services.

Early detection is key in preventing or treating many 
diseases. You can come to Redat and find out the 
status of your heart, lungs, Kidneys, liver, stomach and 
other vital organs for a reasonable price. Give yourself 
and your loved ones the gift of health for the new 
year. 

IMPORTANCE OF PREVENTIVE CARE 

WHERE TO BUY OUR 
DISCOUNTED PRICES

About REDAT
DISCOUNTED

 WHAT IS YOUR 
HEALTH PLAN 

FOR THE 
NEW YEAR? 

www.redat-et.com

WELLNESS TO YOU  

BRINING HEALTH  
  

AND 

w
w

w
.red

at-et.co
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Location: 
Alem Cinema, Bole Road,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Tel. +251 116 151 822 
+251 988 181 822

For USA users 1 833 MD REDAT
Email: contact@redat-et.com

HAPPY NEW
YEAR!

Early detection is key in preventing or 
treating many diseases. You can come to 
Redat and find out the status of your heart, 
lungs, Kidneys, liver, stomach and other 
vital organs for a reasonable price. Give 
yourself and your loved ones the gift of 
health for the new year.

 discount on 
health check
 packages.
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PRESS RELEASE

The Italian Cooperation 
supports the creation of job 
opportunities for young people 
in Addis Ababa

In Ethiopia, where 70% of the population is young and 
the unemployment affects 5.72% of them , the Italian 
Agency for Development Cooperation reinforces the 
creation of decent employment opportunities for 
young women and men through the development of 
technical, managerial and institutional capacities in the 
textile, garment and leather industries.

One of its projects focuses on vulnerable 
migratory contexts and the improvement of the 
working conditions as well as the promotion of 
entrepreneurship in the mentioned sectors.
The activities are brought forward by three main 
actors, the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) and the Italian civil society 
organizations: CVM – Comunità Volontari per il Mondo 
and VIS – Volontariato internazionale per lo sviluppo, 
in partnership with the Italian NGO ISCOS.

Since April 2022, VIS interventions are based in 
Addis Ababa and are focusing on the leather sector.  
Several technical-professional and soft skills training 
are carried out together with the Bosco Children 
TVET Institute. The heart of the Salesians activities 
in Ethiopia, in fact, is the Vocational Training Center, 
which, with its different courses of study initiates the 
recovered youth toward a future of professional skills, 
decent work, human and social affirmation.

Nowadays 17 women and 3 men, that comes from a 
vulnerable context, are participating to the first round 
of professional trainings on leather, that will last 3 
months and will end with one month of practice in an 
Ethiopian enterprise specialized on leather craft. 

Lastly, youths that have already created an enterprise 
can participate to life skill training for ameliorating 
their business skill and students that have been 
already trained at Don Bosco Children center can be 
supported for creating their own enterprise.

This experience demonstrate that for facilitating 
the job placement of young people in Addis Ababa, 
it is essential to strengthen the vocational training 
system through the synergy between TVET, public 
employment services, and the private sector, in order 
to create an approach between the various actors 
that influence positively the labor market.
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YOUR NEXT TRAVEL
DESTINATION

Kuriftu Resort & Spa Awash Falls is located on the southern tip 
of Awash National Park, our one of a kind boutique resort 
suspended over a waterfall places guests at an elevation that is 
unique to our property. With views of crocodiles on the river 
bank, the refreshing mist from the edge of the falls paired with 
unmatched scenery, we offer the ultimate experience to our 
visitors.
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www.africanlivestock.netwww.ethiopoultryexpo.com

Milk Fish Honey

Animal Health Poultry MeatAnimal Feed

 The leading animal husbandry
 international trade show where the 
sector professionals and business 
community come to do business.

27-29 October, 2022
Ethiopian Skylight Hotel

 +251 929 308363 / 64 / 65
For more information contact us:

ግብርና ሚኒስቴር 
MINISTRYOFAGRICULTURE

Institutional Partners Member of

Organizers Partner Events   
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HISTORY

This pictorial Book titled “Ababa Janhoy” 
depicts the Emperor along with his whole family, 
greeting dignitaries, visiting institutes of higher 
learning, holding court sessions and celebratory 
processions, at the Maychew frontline with 
his army, his stay in the Great Britain, giving 
a speech at the League of Nations to the US 
congress and UN general assembly, having 
discussions with his ministers, giving awards and 
certificates, inspecting guards of honor at military 
academies, with visionary African leaders and 
personal photos in his full grace with his majestic 
Abyssinian lion, “Mekuria” and much more. 
Although the regime which usurped him sought to 
scrap his name from the history books in the past, 
The Lion of Judah still remains the most revered 
king of all times. 

Monarchs have existed since times of old. If we 
look at the evolution of these kingdoms, the 
European ones for example, the change always 
came from within or from a neighboring kingdom. 
However,  Africa didn’t get the chance to evolve in 
such a manner. All the kingdoms and their rulers 
were ousted by the European powers seeking to 
further their gains. When the whole continent was 
affected by such blight that ended up setting the 
grounds for its complete annihilation of its identity, 
one country stood apart; Ethiopia. But this wasn’t 
gifted to the kingdom, it was hard won against a 
superior foe.

In the kingdom’s 3000 years of existence, never 
had an emperor faced an adversary with an 
overwhelming technologically and financially 
power which was backed by the support of even 
mightier neighbors. The emperor that faced and 
defeated such adversary in a war that lasted 
from 1895-96 was the king of kings, Emperor 
Menilik and his Empress Etege Taitu who was 
his right hand advisor. This victory is the only 
full victory an African nation had ever achieved 
and cemented a national pride in the hearts 
of its people. Merely 40 years later though, 
the same adversary came back again with the 
same intentions, but now it was in the reign 
of Emperor Haile Selassie, whose reign would 
continue for another 39 years. And the same 
resilience, valor and tenacity of the Ethiopian 
people and their leaders, although occupied for 
5 years saved the country and reinstated their 
rightful leader; Emperor Haile Selassie.  Haile 

ABABA 
JANHOY. 
BY EDOM BELETE H/GEBRIEL



Selassie’s achievements and endeavors extended 
to educating his people regardless of their ethnicity 
or gender and introduction of new western 
technologies sets him apart. 

Emperor Haile Selassie made a state visit just to 
the United States of America alone 6 times and the 
crowds that cheered him was phenomenal. Imagine 
being a black man in America where your ancestors 
have suffered and are still subjected to all sorts of 
racial atrocities and you see a black Emperor driving 
in a motorcade to the White House while being 
cheered by countless white people on the way… a 
flabbergasting sight to behold! The reverence he 
received during his visit to Jamaica has no equal. 
He worked diligently to establish the Organization 
of African Union/OAU and made Addis Abeba its 
headquarters because he understood the need for 
African nations to work together in order to prosper. 

It is said during his reign, the quality of education 
(he established numerous schools) was of the 
highest caliber and students strived to attain the 
highest scores. He inspired people to work hard and 
rewarded them for it. It’s hard not to think what 
Ethiopia would look like if he had stayed in power 
and his legacy was passed on to an heir who would 
uphold the same values not to mention the pride it 
would bolster and the unity it would have instilled. 
He would have continued being a beacon of hope 
for those who were oppressed or face racism. Such 
was the man, the Emperor. 



OASIS SALON – 
TIME TO REVIVE 
AND BEAUTIFY 
YOURSELF.

By Arabella Stewart

FASHION

27

Oasis Salon & Spa owner Mimi Seble Kassahun 
has more than 20 years of professional Salon 
experience following training and running her 
own salon in Canada.  She also speaks Amharic, 
English and French fluently!  Oasis Salon is 
located in the Atlas area of Addis and during her 
several years back in Addis, Mimi has attracted 
numerous clients for her expert service and the 
treatments that Oasis offers its clients

I was intrigued when I first had an Oasis Coffee 
Body Scrub and Massage, one of their special 
services (although an Ethiopian Coffee Scrub 
does seem very appropriate in Ethiopia)! A Coffee 
Scrub exfoliates the top layer of skin and leaves 
your skin silky smooth afterwards.  First you 
spend time in the steam room.  Next the coffee 
body scrub is applied to your body – it feels 
very pleasant. After the scrub and all the coffee 
grounds have been rinsed off, a moisturizing 
honey and oatmeal mixture is applied to your 
body and you rest for several minutes while this 
“good for your body” application is absorbed. 
Once that too has been rinsed off you will notice 
immediately that your skin looks radiant and feels 
really soft and smooth. You may opt for more 
time in the steam room and/or a relaxing normal 
massage following this “body beautiful” treatment 
if you desire.  The benefits of coffee used in this 
way are plentiful and apart from the exfoliation 
of dead skin, they include brightening and 
tightening the skin, leaving it firmer and smoother, 
reducing redness and inflammation. Specifically, 
caffeine applied to the skin also has the ability 
to reactivate blood circulation, assist in breaking 
clusters of fatty tissues and increase the level 
of the molecules that burn body fat as well as 
another cosmetic benefit of coffee is that it helps 
keep dermal tissue looking young and avoiding the 
premature formation of wrinkles. 

Other Oasis treatments include Massage 
(Swedish, Aromatherapy, Deep Tissue and Hot 
Stone) plus Back and Face facial treatments, 
traditional Moroccan.

https://www.facebook.com/oasisaddis
Follow Oasis on Instagram & tiktok @oasis_addis 
@oasisaddis
0923785643 or 0930100858 
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SPOT LIGHT

Walid Bagersh has received an award for Tarara 
Coffee from President Abiy Ahmed for retaining 
the title and honour of being the top roasted coffee 
exporter from Ethiopia - for the fourth year running!

The Bagersh family has taken pride in producing and 
promoting fine Ethiopian coffee ever since 1947. In 
the last decade , the family has expanded its coffee 
estates to cover every major coffee producing region 
in Ethiopia. Coffee farming and roasting has been 
passed down from generation to generation in the 
Bagersh family. Since Tarara Coffee was founded in 
2006, it has secured its position as Ethiopia’s premier 
roasting company. With expertise in blending the 
different flavors and aromas from around Ethiopia 
ranging from the Yirgacheffe and Sidamo to Harar 
and Lekempti; the Bagersh family has developed a 
keen knowledge in creating a distinctive cup of coffee. 
All the coffee that is exported abroad is sourced 
directly from farmer co-operatives that benefit from 
its better purchasing price. Tarara currently sources its 
coffee from co-ops in that gather their coffee from the 
Yayu forest. These co-ops are incentivized to protect 
the forest because it’s their means of income.

At Tarara Coffe they are constantly researching and 
tasting to maintain the best quality of coffee that 
they proudly present to the world. To ensure that 

TARARA 
COFFEE 
RETAINS 
TITLE OF TOP 
ROASTED 
COFFEE 
EXPORTER.
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the consistency of their coffee is always fresh and of the 
highest quality, Tarara Coffee always uses the finest 
and very best grade of Ethiopian coffee beans in their 
speciality roaster in Addis Ababa. 

Tarara coffee was the leader in introducing flexible 
packaging with aluminium and de-gas valves to the 
Ethiopian market in 2014. The company roasts, grinds and 
packs its coffee for both local and overseas markets. 

The Bagersh heritage of coffee production stems from 
knowledge and experience and a deep passion that 
nurtures the product right from sourcing the finest washed 
and sundried beans from the farm to that quintessential 
first sip of this world renown coffee.
You can purchase Tarara coffee from shops around town 
and in Lime Tree restaurant locations. Tarara coffee is also 
consumed by customers at some of the most prestigious 
restaurants and cafes around Ethiopia

http://tararacoffee.com/
tararacoffee@yahoo.com

+251-118-693-433
+251-118-693-434

EMAIL
info@tararacoffee.com
sales@tararacoffee.com
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OPENING OF 
THE BISTROT 
TV5 MONDE AT 
THE ALLIANCE 
ETHIO-
FRANÇAISE.

The Alliance Ethio-Française is celebrating
 its 115th anniversary in the Ethiopian capital and 
has accordingly decided to introduce an 
additional convivial space: the unparalleled Le 
Bistrot TV5 MONDE.

Intended for both students and food lovers, Le 
Bistrot TV5 MONDE includes a restaurant with 
a capacity for 40 people inside and 20 outside, 
a cyber space for students that was created in 
partnership with the French-speaking channel 
TV5 MONDE and an outdoor bar.

Incomparable culinary creations will be offered with 
a subtle blend of cuisines from around the world, 
creating a festival of flavours and colours visualized 
by an internationally renowned Chef. A short order 
food supply chain will also be featured, highlighting 
fresh and local products purchased directly from the 
markets for optimal texture, taste and visual appeal. 
The menus will evolve according to the seasons, 
the availability of products and what the customer 
desires as well as a wine list that will favour the 
discovery of wines from French regions while also 
promoting wine made in Ethiopia.

The green setting of the Alliance will also offer an 
exclusivity, the discovery of a succulent drink: the 

WHAT’S NEW
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magnificent Cider which will go well with many dishes and 
desserts. This will give rise to many themed evenings and 
will accompany our concerts and events.

See you at the Bistrot TV5 MONDE starting from October 
7th, for a new culinary adventure on  the premises of the 
Alliance Ethio-Française of Addis Ababa.

Opening hours :
Tuesday to Sunday from 9.am. to 10.p.m, Breakfast will 
be served from 9.am and lunch from, Bar open daily from 
5p.m to 10p.m, Dinner only on Thursday evenings,  Closed 
on Mondays Dinner only on Thursday evening

Contact : BISTROT TV5 MONDE, Restaurant and 
Catering Alliance Ethio-Française of Addis Ababa
Wavel Street Addis Ababa
Reservation : + 251 90 801 1916 // +251 90 801 1824
bistrot@allianceaddis.org
catering@allianceaddis.org
www.allianceaddis.org
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Further Ahead Together

Hello Addis,
Welcome to 
Safaricom




